ABSTRACT. Federer's extension of the classical principal kinematic formula of integral geometry to sets with positive reach is proved in a direct way by means of generalised unit normal bundles, associated currents, and the coarea theorem. This enables us to extend the relation to more general sets. At the same time we get a short proof for the well-known variants from convex geometry and differential geometry.
O. INTRODUCTION In his famous work [2] Federer extended the principal kinematic formula of Blaschke and Santa16 (see, e.g. [5] ) to the class of sets with positive reach which contains the convex sets and the C 2 -sub manifolds of the euclidean space Rd as special cases. In this paper he developed the coarea theorem as a fundamental tool for geometrical integral transformations. Later on Chern [1] gave a more direct proof for the case of C 2 -submanifolds by differential geometric methods.
Our aim is to show that the principal kinematic formula holds for a large class of sets with bounded extrinsic curvature. In the present paper we will derive a short and natural approach to related problems by means of generalised unit normal bundles, associated currents and the coarea theorem in the bundle spaces. Here we will consider only the case of sets with positive reach and certain simple extensions as arbitrary convex surfaces and locally finite unions of these sets.
All details concerning the notions of the next section can be found in Federer [3] , and in Zahle [8] .
THE PRINCIPAL KINEMATIC FORMULA
Let SO(d) be the rotation subgroup of the group G of rigid motions in Rd and let Il be the Haar-measure on G whose component v on SO(d) is normalised. = n, 0 < t < reach X , and e;, ... ,e~ is the dual basis of the orthonormal b .
. The principal kinematic formula provides a relation for the curvature measures of the intersection of two sets with positive reach one fixed and the other moving:
Theorem. Suppose X and Yare subsets of Rd with reach X > 0, reach Y > O.
Then for any bounded Borel sets A and B of Rd
for the Euler-function r.
Remark. The curvature measures of the intersection sets are determined for f.l-a.a. g E G by the following arguments: According to part 1 of the proof of Theorem 6.11 in [2] (for r = 0) for a.a. 
where X, Y denote the interior of the sets X and Y, respectively (cf. Figure   1 ) .
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Then nor(X n gY) n (A n gB) x Sd-l is the disjoint union of F; , F: ' and F: ' and the current may be decomposed:
The integrals with respect to the Haar-measure Il on the motion group may be factorized by the translation and the rotation subgroups. Thus we obtain for the first summand
Analogously, we get i (N xngy L F:)((fJk)ll(dg) =,?t'd (X n A)Ck(Y, B).
Now it suffices to show that
be the restricted cartesian product of N x' Ngy and [0, 1]. In view of Theorem 3.2.23 of [3] this current is (2d -1 )-rectifiable and the corresponding Hausdorffmeasure is a product measure. We define the following mappings:
otherwise.
(Let Wg be the image space of f.)
where lz: Rd -+ Rd , Iz(X) = x+z, and T z: 
is the slice of the rectifiable current T, which exists for L d -a.a. z. By construction, the current p#(J;;Sg' h, z} is associated with integration over the set T z/2Ft~og. Later on we will see that its orienting vectorfield w satisfies the relation
for sufficiently small I. Therefore we obtain for almost all
By the above formula and the product structure of the Hausdorff-measure on nor X x nor g Y x [0, 1] the integral on the right-hand side is equal to
where <!g = <!f /\ .. ·/\<!fd-I is the orienting vectorfield of nor
which is defined as the outer product of the embedded orienting vectorfields of nor X, nor g Y and [0, 1] . In view of the motion invariance of the Hausdorff measure the last expression coincides with
We now will compute the bracket under the integral. (For brevity denote <!g
where for arbitrary ' 
[TIe ~a(d+l) and the outer product possesses the property that aAb = aA(b+ca) , a, bE Rd , 
-a for
Now it is convenient to use the orthonormal bases of Tan(nor X, (x, n)) and Tan(nor Y, (y, m)) introduced in [7, 8] : Let ( 1 
<}d_I_,<;S,d-1 l<;S,i l <···<i d _ 2 _ k <;S,d-1 aESh(d ,d-2) r, s<;S,d-1 d<;s'}d_,<"'<}d_2_k<;S,2d-2 a(d+i,)=},
we obtain
<}d_I_,<;S,d-1 l<;S,i l <···<i d _ 2 _ k <;S,d-1 r, s<;S,d-1 d<;s'}d_,<"'<}d_2_k<;S,2d-2 d-l-r(1 )d-I-S
where qa = max{t:
A little linear algebra shows that 
Hence, the above expression equals
It is easy to see that 
. <E2_k':;d-2 erEshf.t.d-2) hO(d) fa
is a constant which only depends on r, sand d. We denote it by c(r, s, d) . 
The last equation follows from the relation
by means of the same bases for the orienting vectorfields (see also [7] ). Consequently, one infers from (1) the kinematic formula (r, s, d ).
The XngYat (x, n)).
where rand s* are the numbers of the finite curvatures of X and Y at the corresponding points and normals, we have
Here In [6, 8] the unique additive extension of Federer's curvature measures to U PR is given under some additional condition, and in [9] arbitrary elements of U PR and more general sets are treated. In view of the additivity property
provided X, Y, Xu Y , and Xn Y E U PR ' the principal kinematic formula for UPR-sets may be reduced to the case of sets with positive reach (cf. [6] ). The methods of § 1 also admit a direct proof. The main idea will be demonstrated here on the example of convex surfaces or of the closure of the complement of convex sets in Rd. These types of sets, in general, do not belong to Up R ' but to the more general class SR of second order rectifiable sets as introduced in [9] . We conjecture that SR is the largest class of subsets of R d , for which the principal kinematic formula in the form of § 1 holds. 
It is locally (;yd-I, d -1 )-rectifiable in the sense of [3] . This enables us to introduce the associated current and curvature measures similarly as in § 1. By means of the index function possible multiplicities and changes of orientation are regarded in an appropriate way: Remark. Instead of euclidean space Rd we may consider arbitrary spaces of constant curvature. All notions of the present paper may be defined similarly, and the principal kinematic formula holds in the same form. The difference between the spaces appears if the kinematic relation is formulated in terms of the Euler number of the intersection sets as usual in convex and in differential geometry.
At the same time when we developed our measure geometrical approach to this problem, J. H. G. Fu [4] worked out an abstract algebraic variant of the principal kinematic formula, which may also be applied to the case of sets with positive reach.
